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Author's response to reviews:

The authors revised the manuscript according to the suggestions done by the referees including language corrections.

Another CT image was included according to slice less than 3mm and the value of kV. The renal biopsy was less enlarged. Arrows were included in the figures. A graphic showing the evolution of renal function, proteinuria and hemoglobin was added. We gave more detailed information related with the exact size of the kidney enlargement, corrected the calcemia by albuminemia, described the type of anemia with numeric values as documented the inflammatory markers and mentioned the glomerular involvement of sarcoidosis including membranous nephropathy. We described the other systems for possible involvement by sarcoidosis and included the follow-up of the patient.

The revisions done by the authors were indicated in the manuscript by a different colour (orange) in order to make it easier for the Editors to give a prompt decision on the manuscript.